Abstract: Acoustic measurement was made of utterances of ambiguous sentences in Japanese, Korean, Mongolian and Turkish to obseme prosodic strategies for di samblguation. Materials were sentences of the type ADV-VPI -NP-VP2, where the ambiguity lies in locative adverbial modification, ADV modifying either VP] or VP2. For this construction the four languages create the same ambi guiti es. After defining the depth of a syntactic boundary, FOof the phrase before and after the boundary, and dumtion of the syllable and pause before the boundary were measured. The results show that Japanese makes use of F" rise after the bounda~, and Korean, Mongolian, and Turkish use lengthening of the syllable and/or pause before the boundary.
INTRODUCTION
The prosody can play a crucial role in differentiating ambiguous sentences to correctly reflect their intended syntactic structures. Contrastive studies of the languages in recent years show that FO,duration and pause are impomdnt factors for resolving ambiguitiesr'-~l. The authors have reported lhat using Tokyo and Sendai dialects of Japanese and Seoul and Kyongsang dialects of Korean, prosodic strategies are different depending on whether or not the language has lexical pitch accent distinction [3] . This paper reports how ambiguous sentences are disambiguated in Japanese, Korean, Mongolian and Turkish (abbreviated J, K, M, and T, respectively, hereafter), where the ambiguities arc derived from the same construction. figure 1 shows the same surface sentences of J, K, M, and T with two syntactic structures. The sentences are ambiguous in terms of modification of the sentenceinitial locative adverbs modifying either the first or the second verb. Sentences A and B are read 10 times for each language by four native male and female speakers in their twenties, digitally recordedstored in the computer for measurement.
ME~OD
Syntactic depth k shown at the boundaries in fig. 1 is given as &j-i+ 1, }vhere i is the distance of the terminal symbol at the left of the boundary counted from the final VP, and j that at the right['4]. Duration, pause, and the FO rise are measured in the vicinity of the boundaries; the duration of the syllable before boundary I of sentenee A is d ,, the pause before the boundary pA1,and the gradient i oft e F" rise after the boundary gAl; thus, d, , , dA2, dBl, dB Statlstlcal dlf~rence IS calculated on the I% sigmficance level.
WSULTS
figures 2 shows typical examples of utterances of Sentences A and B. Tables I-3 shows d " "'PA! !tna+~&l,Bfor the four languages. Imoking at boundary shows sharp contrast to the other three in that it has no significant durational change at bounda~1, whereas K, M and T do render temporal differences in uttering A and B. At boundary 2 the situation is similar in the contrast of J to the other, suggesting J not using duration before the boundary for disambiguation. Table 2 has even clearer distinction between J and the other three; there is no pause at the boundaries in J, whi Ie pause indicates the syntactic boundary in K, M, and T. In the meantime, g~i for J in Table 3 shows a significantly higher value than g. implying the degree of syntactic depth, k, is reflected at hundary 1, whereas K, M and T shows no difference at boundary 1. Orr the contrary, boundary 2 shows no significance for J, but sentence A has significantly higher gradient values than B for K,%, and T:
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Japanese Niigatade moratta nuigururniwo nakusita.

NligaM-LOC give-PAST toy-ACC [ose-PAST
Korean: Myendongeyse edun inyengul ilebelyesseyo.
Myongdong-LOC give-PAST doll-ACC ]ose-PAST
MongKan: Ulanbaatart avsan duguigaa geesen.
Ulanbator-LOC get-PAST bicycle-ACC ]ose-PAST
hrhh:
Ankara& a[dlglm oyancagr kaybettim. Ankara-LOC get-PAST toy-ACC ]ose-PAST FIGUW 1, Material sentences and syntactic stmctures
CONCLUSION
The results show that for ambiguity resolution: (1) Japanese makes use of the F" rise after the boundary in accordance with the depth of the boundary, and (2) Korean, Mongolian and Turkish uses lengthening of the 
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